










ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS (AS PROVIDED BY THE FOI SUBMITTER) 

OF QUESTIONS 10-17 AND NLZOH’S INITIAL RESPONSE  

 

 

 

10) Glede na z državnimi predpisi določeno vlogo in namenom ter pomenom NLZOH na področju 
javnega zdravja, Vlagatelj domneva, da je NLZOH v lastnih laboratoriju dokazal fizični obstoj 
virusa iz vzorcev okuženih oseb ob upoštevanju Kochovig in/ ali Riverjevih postulatov, zato 
Vlagatelj pričakuje listinsko informacijo, v kateri NLZOH to izkazuje. 
 

Given the role and purpose determined by state regulations and the importance of NLZOH in 

the field of public health, the Applicant assumes that NLZOH proved in its own laboratory the 

physical existence of the virus from samples of infected persons taking into account Kochovig 

and / or River's postulates, which NLZOH demonstrates this. 

 

11) Če NLZOH fizični obstoj virusa ni dokazal, Vlagatelj pričakuje, da mu NLZOH predloži listinsko 
informacijo laboratorija, ki je dokazal fizični obstoj virusa?  

 

If the NLZOH has not proved the physical existence of the virus, does the Applicant expect the 

NLZOH to provide him with documentary information from the laboratory that proved the 

physical existence of the virus? 

 

12) Če fizični obstoj virusa(sploh) ni laboratorijsko dokazan po Kochovih in/ali Riverjevih 
postulatih, vlagatelj pričakuje listinsko informacijo,ki (kakorkoli) dokazuje obstoj virusa? 

 

If the physical existence of the virus (at all) is not laboratory proven according to Koch's and / 

or River's postulates, does the applicant expect documentary information that (in any way) 

proves the existence of the virus? 

 

13) Ali se je celotna (izolirana) DNA sekvenca virusa pridobila iz okuženih pacientov ali 
računalniško z algoritmi iz vzorcev genske banke? Vlagatelj pričakuje,da mu NLZOH predloži 
listinsko informacijo kdo je prvi izvedel celotno( biokemično karakterizicijo) DNA sekvenco 

virusa? 

 

Has the entire (isolated) DNA sequence of the virus been obtained from infected patients or 

by computer algorithms from gene bank samples? The applicant expects the NLZOH to provide 

him with documentary information as to who first performed the entire (biochemical 

characterization) DNA sequence of the virus? 

 

14) Ali so bili opravljeni vsi potrebni kontrolni eksperimenti, da se izloči možnost,da ta 
sekvenčna struktura i.e. genetski sev, ki je pripisan temu virusu, ne izvira iz drugega vira in da je 
neškodljiv? 

 

Have all the necessary control experiments been performed to rule out the possibility that this 

sequence structure i.e. the genetic strain attributed to this virus does not originate from 

another source and is harmless? 

 



15)Ali so bile opravljene vse potrebne kontrole, da se izloči,da eksperimentalna priprava, i.e. 

okužba celične kulture(e.g. VeroE6 celice/celice iz jeter opic), s katero se je obdelala celična 
kultura, ni posledica afekta, ki bi se tako pomotoma pripisal zaznavanju virusa? 

 

Have all the necessary controls been carried out to rule out that the experimental 

preparation, i.e. is the cell culture infection (eg VeroE6 cells / monkey liver cells) treated with 

the cell culture not the result of an affect so mistakenly attributed to virus detection? 

 

16) Glede na ( uradno) informacijo, da virus povzroča C19, vlagatelj od NLZOH pričakuje listinsko 
informacijo, ki pri ljudeh to vzročnost virusa in C19 dokazuje? 

 

According to (official) information that the virus causes C19, does the applicant expect from 

NLZOH documentary information that proves this causality of the virus in humans and C19? 

 

17) Ali NLZOH pri odkrivanju virusa s PCR testom uporablja Corman-Drosten protokol ali kateri 

drugi protokol? Vlagatelj pričakuje od NLZOH pričakuje ali potrditev ali listinsko informacijo o 
protokolu, ki ga pri svojem delu upošteva NLZOH. 
 

Does NLZOH use the Corman-Drosten protocol or any other protocol to detect the virus by 

PCR test? The applicant expects from the NLZOH either confirmation or documentary 

information on the protocol that the NLZOH follows in its work. 

 

 

 

ANSWER from NLZOH regarding questions 10-17 

 

 

Z dokumenti, zaprošenimi pod točkami 10. do 17. NLZOH ne razpolaga v takšni obliki, ki jo 
zahteva prosilec, ker NLZOH za diagnostiko C19 ne uporablja gojitvenih metod,temveč za 
dokazovanje virusne RNK v kužninah uporablja teste, ki so validirani in imajo CE-IVD oznako, 

izvaja jih od prvega dne epidemije po protokolu proizvajalca, pred uporabo jih verificira po 

internih navodilih za delo, ki so izključno namenjeni laboratorijskemu osebju in so opredeljeni 
kot poslovna skrivnost, zato prosilca napotuje na svetovni splet, kjer so številni peer-viewed 

članki, v katerih je opisano gojenje virusa SARS-CoV-2 na celičnih kulturah 

 

 

 

The documents requested under points 10 to 17 are not available to the NLZOH in the form 

required by the applicant, as the NLZOH does not use culture methods to diagnose C19, but 

uses tests that are validated and CE-certified to detect viral RNA in infectious diseases. IVD 

label, carried out from the first day of the epidemic according to the manufacturer's protocol, 

verified before use according to internal work instructions, which are exclusively intended for 

laboratory staff and are defined as a business secret, so the applicant is referred to the World 

Wide Web, where many peer-viewed articles , which describe the cultivation of SARS-CoV-2 

virus on cell cultures 

 

























ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS (AS PROVIDED BY THE FOI SUBMITTER) 

OF NLZOH’S FINAL RESPONSE TO SELECT QUESTIONS 

 

 

Point 10: We do not have information as you asked, because we do not prove existence of viable 

virus with growing methods, but we prove in samples presence of nucleic acid, this is physical 

part of the virus. 

 

Point 11: We do not have information as you asked, because we do not prove existence of viable 

virus with growing methods. Physical presence of virus in cell cultures and animal models is 

attested in many articles on line for free are pay 

 

Point 12: We do not have information as you asked, because we do not prove existence of viable 

virus with growing methods. Virus SARS-CoV-2, which was isolated in cell culture by IMI is 

deposited and registered in European archive for viruses EVAg, available at  

 https://www.european-virus-archive.com/virus/sars-cov-2-strain-sloveniasi-426520-d614g   

 

 

Then on page 5 of this document: 

 

Today for proving viruses (SARS-CoV-2 or other viruses) we mostly use molecular techniques 

where we prove presence of nucleic acid, this is genome of the virus in the sample. For this 

procedure we do not need viable (live) virus, that is why we inactivate the sample at the 

beginning, so the procedure is safe for technician. The most used molecular method today is 

PCR. Depending on the machine and used methods it takes about 1 to 4 hours. When we want 

to prove existence of viable virus (virus which is able to infect next cell), we put sample on 

appropriate cell culture with appropriate medium. We then observe for several days under a 

microscope whether a cytopathogenic effect has occurred, which tells us that the virus is 

spreading in the cells. 

 

This is then further proven by other techniques (such as immunofluorescence). Because we 

work with a viable virus and the SARS-CoV-2 is well transmitted and can cause serious illness, 

such work is prescribed to be performed only in a laboratory with a biosafety level of III. The 

procedure takes about four to eight days and is not performed for diagnostic purposes because 

the investigation would take too long. Rapid action is needed to prevent the spread of the 

infectious disease, so the cultivation methods for the detection of viable virus for diagnostic 

purposes, which are the subject of the complainant, are not performed by us, and therefore we 

do not have the required documentation 

 

https://www.european-virus-archive.com/virus/sars-cov-2-strain-sloveniasi-426520-d614g

